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Given the list of over 500 school districts in Oklahoma,
with 300 of them having fewer than 500 students, it is
natural to conclude that a great deal of money could
be saved with school district consolidation. After all,
every district has to have a superintendent, a school
board, and the administrative staff required for district
processes. Every district has its own procurement staff
and procedures, contracting expenses, and transportation
management systems as well. Surely, with consolidation a
huge amount of needless duplication could be eliminated
and expenses saved statewide.
The data, it turns out, do not support this intuitive
conclusion.
The table shows that while there are lots of small
districts and the 1-500 category spends more per student
than any other size, these small districts, in total, spend a
third as much as the 12 largest districts in the state. The

reason is that despite the high number of districts in the
small size range, they educate relatively few students.
Obviously, the big money in school districts is in those
with over 1,000 students. These 135 school districts spend
a total of $5.1 billion while the other 414 districts spend
$1.5 billion.
A look at total spending per student (measured
according to Average Daily Membership) follows a pattern
of first falling and then rising as school districts get
bigger. The pattern where total costs per student (average
costs) first fall and then rise with size is a familiar one to
economists and managers of large firms. At small sizes,
expanding enterprises experience falling average costs
(economies of scale). At larger sizes, they experience rising
average costs (diseconomies of scale). This is especially
true for the non-instructional portion of spending per
student. Instructional costs fall and then rise only slightly.
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Total Spending
by District Size

Percent
of State
Spending

310

81,210

11.8%

$865,153,172

12.9%

$10,653

$5,703

$4,950

46.5%

500 - 1,000

104

72,666

10.6%

$681,835,359

10.2%

$9,383

$4,955

$4,429

47.2%

1,000 - 10,000

123

284,147

41.4%

$2,565,419,561

38.3%

$9,029

$4,907

$4,121

45.6%

10,000 - 41,000

12

248,254

36.2%

$2,586,252,594

38.6%

$10,418

$6,272

$4,146

39.8%

Notes: ADM = Average Daily Membership
Charter schools, included in calculations, tend to pull down average spending.
Full spreadsheet available at www.1889institute.org/ed-finance.html.
Source: Oklahoma Cost Accounting System, Oklahoma Department of Education
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Economies (falling average costs) come from
consolidating management functions and using fewer
teachers to teach the same number of students, given
that very small districts often have classes of a dozen or
fewer students. Diseconomies come from districts getting
so large that they are unwieldy to manage. Feedback to
management is more difficult. School board members
become more answerable to district employees (who vote)
than to the wider public and parents. Consequently, large
districts, as reflected by the numbers, become much less
efficient and more costly.
Now consider two possible policy choices: 1)
Consolidation of small districts, versus 2) Division of
large districts. Which of these is likely to result in the
greatest savings? On the one hand, economies of scale
from school district consolidation seems likely to reduce
total costs. On the other hand, dividing large districts and
reversing diseconomies would also likely reduce costs.
As it turns out, if all districts with fewer than 500
students were consolidated so that their total spending
per student were reduced to that of districts in the 5001,000 size class, there would be $103 million in savings.
That is substantial. But, what if districts with more than
10,000 students were divided so that their spending
per student dropped to that of districts in the 1,00010,000 range? The potential savings are more than triple
the consolidation hypothetical, at $345 million. Even if
spending per student only dropped to that of the 5001,000 range as a result of division, the savings, at $257

million, would more than double consolidation’s savings.
Both of these numbers are big, $1 billion and $3.5
billion ($4.5 billion total) in savings over ten years for
consolidation and division, respectively. However, three
issues should be considered. First, these are theoretical
savings that may or may not be truly achievable. Second,
it is assumed that these two potential policies are equally
realistic. And third, the analysis’ basis of comparison is
on the number of students, as if the aim of education is
to just crank students through the system. What about
student success?
Taking the last issue first, it turns out there is research
that indicates districts smaller than 10,000 students, and
especially smaller schools, yield better student outcomes.1
They can also be more efficient.2 This is consistent with
the pattern in the table.3
Now consider the first and second issues. Is it
realistic to believe that, as a practical matter, all the
small districts can be consolidated in a cost-effective
manner? Some, no doubt, can be. But, geography will
play a part in preventing the consolidation of many small
districts partly because of low population density and
transportation issues. On the other hand, it is a very
realistic possibility that large districts can be divided
relatively easily. Put another way, the savings from
division are far more likely to occur and be substantial
than savings from consolidation. To what extent school
management might achieve actual savings would vary.

Conclusion
Small districts can be consolidated for savings where it is geographically practical. Even more substantial savings
are to be had, and can more realistically be expected, from dividing the dozen very large school districts where 40
percent of the state’s children currently matriculate.
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